
Electric fencing strands can be pushed out of

place or apart so that an individual can squeeze

through undetected.

Look out for potential weak areas, especially on

neighbouring walls, corners, and where there are

telephone and other poles that can be scaled.  

Installing in line loops or earth loops is a quick and

cost-effective way to secure your electric fence. 

Regularly cut back all foliage and shrubbery from

electric fencing and check for potential weak areas.

Pets can activate the beams, causing false alarms. 

Beams are usually installed 1.2 m from the ground,

so if criminals are aware that there are beams

installed, they can avoid detection by crawling

under the beam.

Newer generation beams are pet-friendly. 

Consider double stacking. This is where beams are

installed at both chest height and knee height.

Also consider installing movement-activated

lighting around the perimeter of your home.
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POINT-TO-POINT BEAMS

Point-to-point beams work by sending and receiving

signals from one beam housing to the other. It is a

closed-loop type of circuit, which means that it will

activate only if both beams are disturbed or blocked.
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TECHNICAL
SERVICES

Knowing what to look out for in and around
the home and a basic knowledge of your
security system is vital to ensure your
family's safety at home. 

If perpetrators are able to cloak their body heat,

the passives may not detect them. 

A possible criminal modus operandi is to either

remove or disconnect the detector from the wall

or to slip an empty 2-litre cold drink bottle over

the detector to mask their presence.

Install outdoor passives so that they cover each

other in the field of range of the detector.

Or install microwave detectors that will be able to

detect heat change and movement. (This option

will be available soon).

If suspects manage to hide their body heat, the PIR

may not detect them.

It is advisable to have a dual PIR microwave sensor

installed that detects both movement and heat

signatures.

OUTDOOR PASSIVES

Outdoor passives pick up heat signatures or rapid

heat changes, such as a human body against the

backdrop of a wall or foliage. 
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INDOOR PASSIVES (PIR)

The majority of PIRs are designed to detect a sudden

heat change. If a human body's heat is higher than the

ambient temperature, it will activate the alarm.
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Test your alarm and supplementary security systems
regularly. Please advise our Call Centre to place your
system in Test mode before doing so. This can also
be done on the Beagle Watch Smart App. 

GENERAL
Check that back-up batteries and batteries for
outdoor passives and beams are in a good
condition. 
Do a safety and security audit at least every 24
months, but preferably every 12 months. 
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Did you know that we have an in-house team of Technical experts available 24/7 to support

both clients and non-clients? To make a booking, please phone our Call Centre on (011) 678 1972
or email technical@beaglewatch.co.za. Technical support bookings can also be done via the

Beagle Watch Smart App. 


